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In years past, a reasonably bright and hard-working student could attend law school, perhaps
paying for much of it with part-time jobs, and graduate into a comfortable, assured world of law
practice.No more. Law students face an uphill climb from before Day One. They must first get
into law school, but even then their success is not only not assured, it is almost a sucker's bet.
Even if they complete their three-year degree, they will also have amassed an enormous debt,
and, unless they graduated toward the top of a top law school, will almost certainly face an
extremely difficult time finding *any* job, much less a good law job.This is the world that awaits
the law student. This is the book that tells the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.You
might still want to attend law school. Good for you. But at least, after reading this book, you will
go in armed. Without this knowledge (and unless your uncle is a senior partner at some biglaw
firm), the chances are very, very low that law school will work out well for you. Do not play the
odds, and do not go to law school assuming that everything you've been told is true. It isn't. If
even ten percent of what is in this book is helpful, that could well save you tens of thousands of
dollars in non-dischargeable debt and many years of misery.Law school *can* be an excellent
route, but not for everyone. Know, going in, whether it's for you.
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PrologueThe manuscript for this book was first written by Charles in 2009 and 2010, when the
grip of the Great Recession was in full squeeze. The legal services industry was shedding jobs
like never before, and the future for new lawyers was worse than uncertain. The original draft
was, to put it mildly, negative about the prospects for new lawyers; its title, Con Law, hinted at its
theme, namely that the legal education system had turned into one enormous fraud.The book
was then put aside, as he did not believe the depths to which the legal profession had sunk
during those dark years would last. Or maybe it’s more correct to say that he hoped things would
get better—that they simply had to get better—and thus this book, after a few short years, would
look like a reactionary and premature warning that the sky was falling. He believed that law firms
would begin hiring again; that law schools would adjust to the crisis by cutting class sizes and
tuition (ha!); and that those in charge of shaping the profession—the all-powerful ABA, law
school deans, and senior practitioners—would do the right thing and make changes to ensure
that the profession remained viable, prestigious, and profitable for everyone—or nearly everyone
—including future entrants.This did not happen.He waited, and waited, and waited some more.
Astoundingly, law schools took none of those steps, and indeed seemed intent to continue their
empire building, their selfish rush to bigness and ever more numerous endowed chairs. They
continued to increase tuition to unprecedented and unsustainable levels, and to increase class
sizes. More, more, more! If anything they stepped up efforts to recruit new students—many of
whom would stand absolutely no chance of becoming gainfully employed (let alone profitably
employed) as lawyers. The math just didn’t add up: counting only ABA-accredited institutions,
law schools have flooded the market with twice as many graduates as the profession can
absorb, leaving tens of thousands of disappointed, debt-laden, un- and underemployed law
graduates all wondering what on Earth happened to all those promises, explicit and implicit,
given to them over the course of their young lives. Tens of thousands each year! Where were the
jobs with decent (much less, stellar) incomes law schools claimed, in their official annual
statistics, that upwards of 90% of their graduates obtained? That law graduates would be caught
in a recessionary trap is bad enough, but that law schools would be active agents of on-going
harm for new entering classes is more than disturbing.Law firms also failed to react
appropriately, and instead of taking a step back towards a conservative, sustainable business



model that preserved the prestige of the profession, many doubled down on a new business
model that relied on exploiting recent law graduates by offering temporary assignments over
permanent positions, pitiful compensation for those at the bottom while those at the top reaped
ever-greater profits, and a lack of job security for junior lawyers that would have been
unthinkable a generation ago, embodying wholeheartedly this economy’s “I’ve got mine!”
attitude.Government, the other major employer of law graduates, has suffered budget-crisis
downsizing at every level, and is likely to see increased pressure on the downside, possibly
severe. Politicians continue, of course, to argue various abstract ideological points, while new
graduates suffer first and hardest. While it’s possible to criticize as misguided hard-line
ideological policies towards austerity (or, for that matter, free-spending increases towards
bankrupt oblivion), the reality is that the future looks increasingly scary for any future law
graduate.And there is no end in sight. There was no end in sight when this book was first written,
despite a feeling that, well, everything would somehow all work out in the end. If anything, there
is now a sense of permanency to these downward changes. It is quite possible that this will not
be a temporary downdraft. This is our new reality as lawyers, at least until something does
change with the way lawyers are educated and employed. For many law graduates—you
included— everything will not “work out in the end.” Hence this book, to caution law school
applicants to ask themselves, “What happens if it doesn’t work out for me?” Or, in the case of
most readers, “What happens when it doesn’t work out for me?”* * *Law schools still attract
countless applicants each year, nearly all of whom have absolutely no idea what they are getting
themselves into. Fed a steady diet of misinformation, manipulated statistics, and glamorous
media portrayals—coupled with a solid case of willful blindness—tens of thousands of college
graduates sign up for three years and six figures with absolutely no understanding how little they
know about law school, much less the profession, the practice of law, or their career prospects.
They have no idea that law schools, like universities, have shifted from a focus on education to a
laser-focus on money and empire-building. They have no idea how damaging a JD could for
their future opportunities if they get it wrong.For many, law school does go wrong. Law schools
try to hide this, of course. The underbelly of legal graduation—deprivation (and sometimes
starvation)—is not something schools would have anyone believe, and it’s awfully hard to see
against the sunny scenery of law schools’ self-aggrandizing publicity materials, outdated and
overlypositive law school guides, mythology circulated from one illinformed pre-law to another
via dubious Internet sites, graduates with remarkably little insight into the employment
marketplace, and advisors who have shockingly little legitimacy advising.We all hope to
succeed. Yet law school is so competitive, and good law jobs so scarce, there will be failures.
There will be lots of failures, many of whom fail through no fault of their own other than failing to
recognize that they are playing a game without knowing the rules or the odds. We will go so far
as to state categorically that a majority of law students will end up as failures—however one
wants to define “failure” but certainly including a difficulty repaying student loans—under the
current system. If what they are aiming for is a stable, well-paid, and reasonably interesting job



as a reward for their hard academic work and sacrifices to obtain a JD—the kind of job that
everyone said would be available when they completed their studies—if that’s “success,” many
will not achieve even this basic start. Chances are this includes a majority, perhaps a sizeable
majority, of law students. Chances are this includes you.This book is designed to open the eyes
of the law applicant to the very real and sadly negative aspects of law school and the legal
profession. These are the truths that most other sources will never mention, because their
livelihoods depend on it being kept hidden. Law prep books won’t tell you because it doesn’t sell
books. Law schools won’t tell you because it turns profitable students away and would tarnish
the school’s ever-pristine image. Practicing lawyers won’t tell you because it makes their
profession look miserable and, quite honestly, they really don’t care. They will, rightly or wrongly,
tell you that they had it just as bad or worse. And other students will be aggressive in spreading
half-truths, misperceptions, and out-and-out lies because it makes them look better, because it’s
so important for them to believe in the system too, and because some are simply snarky jerks.
Just because these truths are hidden doesn’t mean they are any less true.The point of this book
is not to dissuade those who have a genuine interest in law and a desire to become lawyers from
attending law school. The point of this book is threefold: first, to focus starryeyed law applicants
on the oft-overlooked disadvantages, pitfalls, and problems with law school and the legal
profession; second, to encourage further research into what is generally a poorly researched
career choice; and third, to stop a healthy handful of law applicants from making a terrible
mistake. Attending law school when it is not right for you is worse than in nearly any other
context. After all, few will accidentally go to medical school, or dental school, or theater. There
aren’t many physicists or paleontologists who just happen to find themselves in graduate
schools of physics and paleontology, respectively. Law schools are filled with people who,
believe it or not, fell in.This is an unavoidably negative read, we admit. But that’s the whole point.
The idea is not to add to the growing range of pre-law guides that encourage readers to attend
law school. This is the “anti” law school guide, written to discourage prospective applicants from
enrolling. Or, to be more accurate, to discourage unsuitable applicants from enrolling.Lest this
book (and its authors) be the subject of misleading or ad hominem attacks from the legal
education industry—which we will call the legal-education industrial complex—a corollary point
must be clear: we do not intend to stop anyone who truly wants to become a lawyer from
attending law school. In fact, we strongly endorse law school for anyone who, after diligent
research, still wants to become a lawyer and has a concrete plan for how they will reach that
goal.There are many good reasons for becoming a lawyer, many good people who should
become lawyers, many good law schools to attend, and many worthwhile careers to be had in
the legal field. But there are also many applicants who make the wrong decision by attending law
school, or attending the wrong law school, and the consequences of such a bad decision are far-
reaching, costly, longterm, and can quite literally ruin lives. If this book stops just one such
applicant from attending law school, then it has served its purpose.* * *For the record, we don’t
buy into the “scam theory” of law school, an easy, black-and-white way of explaining what was



happening, a place to lay blame on a blameworthy system without acknowledging any culpability
on the part of the applicants, and far too simple a model to accurately describe the changes that
occurred and which continue to occur. The “scam” theory misses the point, because law school
is a good idea for some; remember that many graduates from many good law schools do work
as lawyers. The glass is half empty, not completely dry. And we cannot can throw out the entire
system just because it has lost its way; this is the system we’re stuck with, and change is unlikely
to be lightning fast (or even a little fast). Advocates of such a hardline position are living in the
same unrealistic, theoretical, non-existent world inhabited by many a law professor, just at the
opposite pole. If anything, destroying even a bad system will lead only to a worse result for even
more victims.Law school is not a scam—usually—but it is in need of drastic reform. Few law
schools are engaged in active deceit, and most are simply doing what they’ve always done:
trying to get ahead but failing students by offering an outdated, misguided, and misleading
program with out-of-touch, non-practitioner faculty. There may be isolated examples of truly
fraudulent behavior on the part of law schools to attract students who have no business
whatsoever being in law school, but it’s not an outright con across the board. It’s a bad choice for
many students, yes, but it’s not a con, at least not in the sense that the entire system was set up
for that purpose alone. Law schools originally sought a noble goal and not to defraud a
significant portion of the student body. That raw fraud has become the practical effect does not
take away from the good that has been accomplished.Thus the title of this book was changed to
reflect a more appropriate use of the word con in the context of law school:con (adverb): against
a proposition or opinion.And that is what this book embodies: a view counter to the prevailing
idea that law school is a sound investment, that law is a fulfilling, prestigious, stable, and
lucrative career. Sometimes, yes, but these are very much questions that need to be asked and
answered before one sets foot in law school. Law school is an expensive place to find one’s path
in life.This book is anecdotal, but the reader is cautioned against dismissing this as less reliable
than the “statistics” produced by law schools or others to support their claims that the legal
profession still remains a hotbed of opportunity. In fact, our trust of statistics over anecdotal
evidence is what has allowed the legal-education industrial complex to become so out of touch
with reality, a trust that law schools have used (and, arguably, abused) for their own gain. The
reader is urged to look beyond the numbers and observe what is actually occurring in the legal
profession, evidence which lies beyond self-serving, supposedly objective figures on a page.

IntroductionCon (verb): to swindle, cheat, scam or defraud by gaining a person’s
confidence.Con (adverb): against a proposition or opinion.For anyone who complains about law
school, or who takes the legaleducation industrial complex to task for its failures, here is the
likely response from the powers-that-be:“This is nothing but the ranting of a disgruntled failure,
blaming his law school and the legal profession for a dismal flop of a career when he has no one
to blame but himself. Our law school remains a great investment.”This is difficult to counter, as
sometimes this is true. Moreover, it tends to be the general reaction from anyone—and



especially anyone in law school or the law—to any broader comment suggesting that a JD may
not be the path to a stable career, a middle class (or better) income, and a life well-lived.Let’s nip
such criticisms in the bud and be very, very clear from the outset: this book is not written for the
purpose of taking a vengeful stab at the legal profession. We each gained from our legal
education and from our professional experiences—but it would be negligent of us not to warn
others about the real dangers we faced and saw. This is a collection of our professional
experiences, plus observations and practical cautions, including experiences, observations, and
cautions from others with years of experience in the law.The purpose of this book is to provide
the reader, who is (or ought to be) someone interested in becoming an attorney—that is the
purpose of attending law school, after all—with a second opinion. The hope is to provoke the
reader into thinking a little more deeply prior to setting foot in law school, which is now such an
expensive, time-consuming endeavor that going into it without considering these points is
beyond foolish.It also bears mentioning how this book came about. Once upon a time, Charles
spent his days behind a large desk in a well-respected law firm in a great city, enjoying a
panoramic view of the downtown skyline, sipping on the firm’s finest Costa Rican coffee, and
reclining in a puffy leather office chair. Hardly a failure by any measure.He had it pretty good: a
great salary, plentiful work as a real lawyer, manageable hours, about as perfect a private
practice could ever be for a mid-level associate. Stressful at times, to be sure, but he knew he
had it made compared to many others, and especially compared to recent law graduates, many
of whom were already struggling to find jobs.This was 2008.Then something happened: The
Shift.A rapid, dramatic, unsettling shift in the legal economy. A shift law schools to this day refuse
to acknowledge. The job market for attorneys completely dried up as the economy collapsed.
First came the economic slowdown, followed by mass layoffs throughout the profession as firms
restructured to become leaner, less stuffed with expensive young associates who were
profitable in good times, but a drain on a firm’s finances during slow times. Outsourcing and
contract work, once terms reserved for customer service centers and debt collectors, became
commonplace. Online services came of age, and started offering reasonable-quality do-it-
yourself legal services for the average person on the street, making small firms all but irrelevant.
The government, stung by suddenly-slashed budgets, stopped being a safety net for lawyers
seeking refuge.Experienced and dedicated attorneys left or were forced out of the profession,
fleeing for safer, more stable careers—if they could find a position in a troubled economy. Many
who tried to remain in the legal profession were demoted to performing mindless document
review work on a temporary basis for a fraction of their former incomes, answering to a junior
associate attorney and being treated like cattle. We all thought our jobs were safe from such
degrading sub-positions. For most this was a career fate worse than death.Charles too fell victim
to these seismic changes in the profession. The firm’s clients were suddenly no longer as busy
developing real estate, acquiring companies, innovating, producing, litigating, or making money
like they had in the good old days. There weren’t as many deals to be worked on. Clients, in
response to their own business slowdown, started slashing their own costs, including their legal



budgets. The party was over; fewer business deals, and less money to squander on over-
lawyering those few deals that remained. Clients realized they were paying far too much for
basic legal work (and they still are!), and so negotiated their fees down to rock bottom levels, did
much of their own work in-house, or just put off all but the most essential legal matters. Contrary
to what many attorneys thought, clients had immense power over their lawyers and started
calling the shots, rather than having their lawyers dictate what needed to be done and how much
it was going to cost. After all, if their current attorney or law firm was not prepared to deliver legal
services at bargain-basement prices, there were ten other firms in the same zip code that would
gladly undercut and slash hourly rates in order to get the work now that the economy was in free-
fall. Being paid half the typical hourly rate was better than not being paid at all. Billable hours
were suddenly hard to come by, and what happened to many, many other lawyers happened to
Charles: collateral damage as he was generating less income for the firm than what it cost to
employ him. In better economic times, this would be seen as a temporary setback, something
that time itself would correct, but when every penny counts and the future holds only greater
likely austerity, an overpaid, underused attorney is a simple line item to erase from a budget.So,
unable to find a position in another firm (all of whom were suffering from the same weak
economic conditions and fear) despite knocking on every door in town, plus just about every firm
within a two-hour commuting range, which included two major metro areas with one of the
nation’s largest legal markets, and calling in every favor from every attorney he knew, he ended
up opening up shop as a solo practitioner. This was about the same as being unemployed,
except it cost money. Office rent, marketing costs, time spent promoting the business, and so
forth. In hindsight, he knew he should have simply quit the law at that point, and moved to
another career. Perhaps he might try to reenter the profession when (if!) the economy turned
around, which, of course, has not yet happened (and might not ever happen in the same way as
before). After many months of effort, expense, and no paying clients—not even one!—he
resorted to document review work in a desperate attempt to generate some income while he
plugged away at the solo practice in his spare time. After a few months of the most degrading
experience of his life, he finally saw the writing on the wall and called it quits. There was nothing
left the profession could offer, and he is now working happily in a non-law government
position.Charles’ story is not uncommon. In fact, it’s similar to the experiences of many recent
law students, perhaps even the majority, who graduate into an economy that shows no signs of
recovery, and a legal market that shows no signs of ever returning to the days of employing large
numbers of new graduates. The legal world has aggressively restructured into a leaner system,
and the traditional entry-level positions in law firms and public service are unlikely to return. The
jobs law schools claim are out there, simply aren’t. And the stable, honorable profession you
thought you were getting into is now struggling to survive, while many of its practitioners are fast
losing all traces of dignity in the process.Yet tens of thousands still flock to law schools every
year, desperate to enter the legal profession; a profession that still manages to attract some of
this country’s brightest, hardest-working young adults, many of whom will take on crippling six-



figure debt only to be dumped into a jobless marketplace that cannot comfortably support even
a fraction of those who graduate from law schools nationwide. After three wasted years and a
huge amount of wasted money, these poor souls find themselves in a worse position than before
they decided to attend law school. Something had to be written to address this.The purpose of
this book is not to punish the profession for sending Charles from heady heights to the bottom of
the barrel in a matter of months. Charles holds no bitterness towards his prior firm, his ex-boss,
his law school, or the legal profession. No one forces anyone to become a lawyer. He chose law:
we all chose law, and anyone who tells you otherwise, via arguments that law schools somehow
conned them into attending because it’s all one massive scam orchestrated by the two-hundred
or so law schools, is not being honest. Yes, the truth is hurtful, but there is in any personal
decision the weight of personal responsibility. Yet the mass of misinformation about law schools
and the legal profession is such that many who attend law school do so assuming that the
outcome would of course be far better. This book aims to encourage future law applicants to
undertake a more serious, methodical, and critical process when making this decision.That
written, when we were deciding whether or not to attend law school, in the late 1980s for Thane
and a decade later for Charles, there were few sources of information about the profession’s
downsides, and law schools themselves published a deceptivelypositive picture. They still do.
Most pre-law reading materials focused on getting into law school and doing well, but didn’t
address the problems that lay ahead for those who didn’t get into the right law school, who didn’t
do so well in law school (the dreaded “bottom half”), who didn’t want to give their entire lives to
the billable hour, or who were simply replaced by cheaper, more-recent graduates.When
researching whether or not to attend law school, for example, Charles spoke to attorneys in
private practice, but that was in the good old days when most attorneys were doing rather well:
the economy was good, and clients were not scarce. Those attorneys were, on the whole,
content with their choice of profession, and although they had the usual gripes about clients and
billable hours and worries about minor ups-and-downs in the economy, nothing too negative
arose from those conversations. After a cursory read of some law school admissions materials
and a handful of reputable prelaw guidebooks, along with a visit to a law school to chat with the
admissions staff and some law students, Charles thought he was good to go. And were the legal
education industrial complex operating as advertised, he would have been.Information about the
negative side of law school and the legal profession was out there, even way back then, but it
was just not in one easy-to-find place, and it was hard to connect the dots. What’s worse, it was
easy to ignore the wisps of negativity when that was not what we wanted to hear. This book
intends to fill this gap.* * *There are, in every law school, a large proportion of students who
entered for the wrong reasons, or with unrealistic expectations, or who might be trapped and not
know how to get out. (Very often, this “not getting out” is psychological rather than practical—
which makes this discussion even more important.) It is difficult to overstate how serious this is:
few law students have considered the financial and emotional aspects of their three years in law
school plus the decades they hope to spend as lawyers…or not, in this new non-job reality. The



student-loan payments will be just as due either way. For the student who reads this book and is
even more prepared to take the risks in return for the rewards, then bravo! The rewards of law
school are likely to be more assured, and the risks are less likely to become a reality.A word on
law school rankings and on Charles’ own educational background, which formed the beginning
and basis for this work:I am not a Harvard grad, nor has my education been particularly
distinguished or prestigious. I attended a great regional law school. “Great regional” is my own
designation for a law school that is well-regarded within its hiring region (its home state, perhaps
nearby out-of-state major metro areas too) but is not of a national stature. There are some
regional schools that are almost national, and there are some national schools that are really
super-strong regional schools. Beneath all of these are “local” law schools (where graduates are
almost certain to work within the geographical confines of that law school’s city or corner of a
state—if they can find law work at all), and above all of them is a small group of truly “national”
law schools (where employers in any part of the country are willing to consider graduates—if
they have work). These might seem overly pedantic designations or just plain silly, but for the
new graduate they are anything but. When I graduated, into a good job market, my alma mater
was a strong ally in my job search. Now, graduates from even a “national” law school might have
difficulty securing a good law job. A law school much below that? Without some serious
qualification hook or personal connection, forget it.I have worked closely with attorneys who
graduated from countless different law schools across the country, with countless different
GPAs, countless different backgrounds, and whose experience levels ranged from recent
graduates to over four decades of legal practice. I have worked on all manner of legal matters,
including commercial real estate, corporate law, litigation, intellectual property, bankruptcy, M&A,
and employment law. I have worked on deals involving hundreds of millions of dollars, and
matters involving mere hundreds of dollars. I have worked in larger firms and small firms, as a
solo practitioner, as a document reviewer, and in the government. I was active within the legal
community, and I stay current with local and national legal news, including the job market, legal
education, and the rise and demise of many different attorneys, firms, practice areas, and
professional trends. In other words, I’ve been around the legal block a few times, but not so
many times that I can no longer stand back and write somewhat independently about the
realities of law school and the legal profession.Perhaps more importantly, I was a fairly average
attorney. Just average, like the majority of those who attend law school and who ultimately
practice law. I didn’t have a massive salary handed to me with bonuses on a plate right out of a
top-ranked law school, nor did I struggle through a low-ranked law school and end up
underemployed for many years afterwards. My opinions about law school and the private
practice of law aren’t given from the perspective of someone who has had it easy, nor are they
given from the perspective of someone who has had it especially hard. My experiences are akin
to those of many graduates from most law schools in the United States who graduated prior to
the Great Recession, who have also neither reached heady levels of instant success nor sunk
straight to the bottom.So much law school advice is written by those at the very top of the game,



where most of us simply don’t belong and will never reach no matter how hard we try. Great
respect is due to those who can be accepted to Harvard or Yale, and who do well against such
intense competition. All the more power to them. But is their perspective likely to be even roughly
accurate for the great bulk of graduates from mid-tier law schools? If their advice is worthy, it
takes a special ear to hear it: Thane, who graduated from a national law school into the short but
steep recession of 1991-92, once heard from a Yale graduate who mentioned the lingering
aftereffects upon graduating in 1994. If a graduate of Yale is having a hard time getting a job two
years into a recovery, when law jobs actually were coming back, that really says something
about someone graduating from a law school 90 places lower in the law school rankings.Instead
of listening to advice from someone who attended a top law school and worked for a top law firm
—all very impressive, but rather irrelevant to average law students—this advice is written by
someone who has lived through what you’re going to live through, and who is aware of the
struggles faced by “middle class” law students. Just as you don’t (or shouldn’t) model your
financial planning based upon the strategies of the ultra-rich, nor your exercise routine based
upon the training habits of an Olympic athlete—both would cause more harm than good—so
you should not model your educational plan and dream of employment opportunities based
upon strategies intended for enough to attend the only the most successful students lucky very
best law schools. That advice is inspirational, rather than practical. Listen to it, sure; aspire to it,
great. But don’t mistake fantasy for reality. Your life will almost certainly be lived in the
latter.Moreover, just to emphasize this point, the current economic climate is having the effect of
making nearly everyone average, or worse. Just as our Yalie found the numbers of job offers
from fantastic firms diminished, so too do we see the impact hit everyone else down the line, in a
steeply cascading crush. Top graduates are now happy for a single job offer, whereas before
they would have been wined-and-dined and faced the enviable challenge of deciding which to
choose among multiple incredible offers, replete with bonuses and goodies. Thus now, when
even graduates of national law schools are sweating the employment scene; nothing is a sure
thing. If this is happening to this group, you can be sure it’s much, much worse below.For the
sake of clarity, commonly used terms in this book need explaining. When the term “top-ranked
school” is used, it means those schools that typically occupy the top ten spots (not top 10%) in
the US News and World Report rankings: Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Columbia, NYU, Berkeley,
Chicago, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Duke, Northwestern and friends, give or take, depending on
the year. Many will instead refer to the Top 14 law schools as the “national” law schools.
Whatever. As mentioned above, being in the bottom of the Top 14 can now be just as bad as
being in the middle of the pack.When the term “low-ranked school” is used, it pretty much refers
to anything below the top twenty-five or so law schools. This is not the customary definition,
which typically refers to everything below the top one hundred law schools, a nonsense
definition, even in great economic times. Anyone who knows anything about what law graduates
are facing now knows that a graduate from law school #99 is going to be in a very, very difficult
situation, identical to those who graduate from the so-called low-ranked schools. Even a



graduate from law school #26 is going to face a challenge.This is, of course, a harsh
categorization. It is, however, absolutely necessary. Your own law school will try to tell you that it
is a “top law school,” but it isn’t. In the current legal economy, only a top ten law school has the
clout necessary to make securing a respectable, fulfilling, and financially-secure legal position a
reality for most of its graduates. One could go further still and say that this is only really true for
the top five or six law schools, at least for now. Sorry law schools—you can’t all be at the top of
the class.As one drops out of the top ten, and as one descends further down the law school
spectrum, the chances of a graduate finding a position as an attorney in a decent law firm (or
even any law firm, or with any employer of attorneys) diminish rapidly, to the extent that schools
ranked below twenty-five, and certainly below fifty, have an almost nonexistent chance of giving
you the qualification you need to get a good attorney position in a decent law firm or other legal
employer, regardless of the statistics the school publishes.Please take note of the foregoing; this
is so important it is worth repeating: regardless of the statistics the school publishes. Schools
below the top ten and above the top twenty-five lie in a grey area. Depending on the
circumstances, these can be a good or a bad choice. Much of the lawyerly “it depends” depends
on how well you rank within your law school class and on whether you can attend for a bargain
price. The first of these is a massive question mark, and woe be unto the law student who simply
assumes that by innate greatness their place in the tippy-top ranks of law review is assured. It
most assuredly is not. For now, realize that nearly everyone else in your law school class was
also the very best. Possibly for the first time in your life you will be academically challenged.If
you are going to law school to obtain employment as a lawyer, by definition any school that
cannot realistically deliver on that promise must lie in the low ranks. If you are thinking of
attending such a law school—and by our definition and in the eyes of most legal employers, you
probably are—you now fall into one of two camps: you have either immediately dismissed this
book as junk and will continue mindlessly applying to those low-ranked law schools, believing
the good indicators and ignoring the bad, and taking your chances. Or you’ll be extremely
worried. Sadly, most applicants fall into the former category, despite the simple mathematical
fact that most of them are indeed average students going into distinctly average law schools—or
even if they are top students going into top schools, the operation of law school will almost
certainly cut against them. You might not feel that you belong in the second group, although you
should. Law school is a life-altering commitment, akin to the life-altering nature of marriage,
buying a house, having children, or getting that full-arm tattoo. Again, this book isn’t trying to
stop anyone from attending a low-ranked law school, but we are insisting that, if you do, you go
into it with your eyes wide open. Don’t be taken by law schools’ pretty publicity materials and
mouthwateringly tasty employment stats. Be cautious. Be aware of just how cutthroat, nasty, and
expensive it can be to study and practice law.This theme is repeated ad nauseam: two largely
separate worlds divide legal education: the top-ranked schools, and everybody else. For our
discussion, the top-ranked schools (five percent of all accredited law schools) are exceptions to
the rule, and these schools are largely exempt from the generalities described in this book.



“Everybody else” includes you, Charles, and the other ninety-five percent of law schools in the
United States, for which these points hold true. The masses are merely average, or perhaps
slightly better or worse than average. This should not be taken as an insult. It simply is. And it
certainly is true, mathematically, for the majority of us.If you’re lucky enough to attend a top-
ranked school, then much of what is written herein can be brushed aside, or at least taken with a
grain of salt, because you too are an exception to the rule. In either event, please don’t get
insulted by the less-than-flattering generalities, as you’re one of the few people who can safely
assume they will have a better-than-average outcome, although you should still be careful to
consider this. Much of this advice will still be useful, and you can use it to better the increasingly
long odds.Many students see rankings as a linear, sliding scale. Not so. In reality, the
progression from top-ranked to low-ranked school is anything but. Do not consider the schools
as lying on the slope of a gentle hill, where Harvard and Yale perch majestically at the top, while
the school ranked at, say, fifty is nestled happily just below the school ranked at forty-nine, a
short distance below and still on the same pastoral Harvard-Yale hill, with lesser schools
scattered on the gentle slope closer to the valley below.Consider instead a cliff. Our ten top-
ranked law schools, led by Harvard and Yale, are indeed mightily perched atop this cliff, with
great views, wondrous landscaping, and plenty of lovely foliage. A few schools cling closer to the
edge, in danger of plummeting into the ocean far below. Can they reinforce their foundations?
Can they attract those fat donations and superstar faculty and students? Tune in next week for
the exciting conclusion! If only. It is, to mix metaphors, an ever-spinning mouse-wheel in which
everyone fights for more and better—in a market with less of everything.Far below, in disarray, lie
the rest. There is no comparison, no gentle slope. The 100 schools in the bottom two quasi-
official tiers are nearly already in the waves, and outside the top 25 these are dangerous places
to be, many condemned as the economic already collapsing or unofficially storm continues to
batter their foundations. There is no smooth progression from top-ranked school to low-ranked
school, and don’t make the mistake of thinking that the two categories are merely on different
ends of a neat, nearly straight sliding scale. Law schools are binary in nature, especially now,
with a few at the top providing good opportunities, and most providing none. On or off, job or not,
success or failure.We hate that so many fine colleges have allowed their affiliated law schools to
go down the wrong path, to offer programs that are so expensive that a JD simply isn’t worth it
anymore. Education should always be worth it, and when it isn’t, there’s a serious problem. Not
least is the breach of trust between student and institution that once shattered might never be
repaired. Most of what has happened was avoidable. Law schools could have kept class sizes
moderate rather than squeezing additional tuition-paying students in; they could have tightened
their belts along with everyone else, keeping tuition increases to a minimum rather than inflating
it without good reason (other than that they could); they could have focused on a real education
that prepared students for actual practice rather than an allbut-fantasy biglaw associateship;
they could have refrained from treating the student body like one gigantic ATM; the list goes on.
Legal education should not be in the state it’s currently in, and all involved, from the ABA down,



should be ashamed of themselves. For you, the reality is reality, and cannot be ignored.* * *Think
of law school as if you’re buying a used car. This is a theme that will crop up throughout the
book, as it fits rather well. When you buy a used car, if you’re prudent and aren’t an expert
yourself, you will have the car checked out by a mechanic before handing over the cash. Or you
might bring along a knowledgeable, mechanically inclined friend who can point out what is
wrong with the vehicle.You don’t go to a mechanic to be told what is great about the car, and you
shouldn’t bring along a friend who will tell you how cool that car is and gee isn’t that color pretty
and everything is sure to work out fine if you just follow your heart. If you listen to a friend like
that, or decide to just “follow your heart,” you almost deserve the heartbreak of the lesson (and
lemon) you are likely to get. You seek out a guide who is a fussy nitpicker, and who will alert you
to everything that is wrong with the car, even the things that aren’t really problems, or aren’t
really problems for you, but which you ought to know about. A list of defects doesn’t necessarily
mean that you won’t buy the car, if you still decide that it’s a good fit for your needs, the risks
you’re prepared to take, and what you can afford. This book is your law school mechanic. We will
take a long look under the hood and discuss everything wrong with the law school engine and
the legal profession transmission…before you buy. Be an informed consumer. A list of defects
doesn’t necessarily mean that you should not buy. You might indeed choose to attend law
school, and if, after considering these many defects, you do so decide, it will more likely be a
good move for you.A practical difficulty arises, however, in becoming an informed consumer of a
legal education. The legal profession suffers from two significant issues that cloud one’s ability to
become informed: (1) misinformation about law schools and the legal profession, and (2)
missing information about law schools and the legal profession. In other words, what you think
you know about becoming a lawyer—about law school and about the legal profession—is
probably wrong, It is certainly full of gaps. What’s worse is that, if you’re like most, you think you
have a pretty good idea of what law school and the practice of law are like. But you, like
everyone else who’s not yet attended law school, taken the bar, and worked in a legal
organization (or not, as the case may be), are filled with incorrect assumptions that are a bit like
the film The Matrix. The true reality is very, very different from the reality we think we know.The
first issue—misinformation—tends to be applicable mainly to law schools themselves, given the
fallacious statistics, myths, and puffery that schools perpetuate for the overriding purpose of
bringing in new classes filled with top-ranked full-tuition-paying matriculants. This is very serious,
because a law school’s rank is a measure of, among other things, the statistical qualities of its
students. This, not surprisingly, leaves room for much statistical play.There is a second element
of this first issue: this is the overriding insistence in misinformation by many students, including
both those who have not yet attended law school as well as, unbelievably, those who are in law
school. Why? A large part is the need for students to believe. They must believe in the System
because it is their system, and because it is self-flattering, and because the opposite would be
so harmful to their well-being and their sense of well-being and their sense of hope. This is why
there is so much (way too much!) snarky behavior in law schools and in anything surrounding



law schools, such as in online discussion groups nominally dedicated to sharing ideas, tips, and
support. What one finds, however, is a nearly universal condemnation of anything that doesn’t fit
within the preconceived borders of law-school-dom. It is a groupthink of the highest (or perhaps
lowest) order. Patently incorrect misconceptions are passed down from one year to the next,
even among students who are living the lie! This is, shockingly, reinforced by those students who
recognize what’s happening and understandably rail against the system. The reaction is almost
always to blame that person for not trying hard enough, studying well enough, interviewing
widely enough, and so on. The rest close ranks around a false ideal, because that’s pretty much
all they’ve got. How sad. And how utterly and foolishly and sadistically harmful to the next year’s
crop of sacrificial legal lambs.The second issue—missing information—tends to apply mainly to
the legal profession itself. Few outsiders know what lawyers really do, or what the practice of law
is actually like day in and day out, including the stresses at all levels of practice.We address
these two areas separately, first explaining to the reader some of the misinformation generated
by law schools that lures unwitting students in each year, followed by an examination of what the
practice of law is like for average lawyers who spend their days with average clients in average
law offices.* * *It is worth explaining how this book fits in with the other titles written by the
authors. One might be tempted to see this book as a U-turn, a change of opinion, or as contrary
to the advice offered elsewhere by us. This is not the case. Our prior books are written to explain
how to succeed in law school, giving advice for maximizing the chances of success. This advice
remains valid. Law school itself has not changed from a curriculum perspective. What helped
students understand how to succeed in law school exams is as valid in good economic times as
in bad. The necessity for good pre-law preparation has not diminished. Ways to perform your
best on the LSAT have not been affected by the Great Recession. Neither have job search
techniques, how to prepare for class, or any of the other of issues covered in those books. If
anything, now more than ever applicants and students must pay attention to these recipes for
success, as the stakes are now far, far higher. Now is not the time to cut corners. The sole
purpose of this book is to provide a modern look at whether you should attend law school. That
has changed.Furthermore, the authors’ prior books deliberately avoided sensational advice,
puffery, inflated results, and other techniques that tend to sell pre-law guides. They remained
practical, proven, and applicable to the majority of law school applicants and students, not just
those who have their hearts set on Harvard, or those who dream of working at a top law firm in
New York City, and as such, the material has not been dated by the dramatic change in
economic conditions.Think of this as a book that should be read pre-pre-law, something to help
you decide whether you want to try and become a practicing lawyer at all, and whether you can
afford to. Once this book has helped you through that overlooked but crucially important
question, then move on to the other books, the typical pre-law guides, and educate yourself on
how to perform your best in law school.* * *A final note: we tried to place sections sequentially,
each with bitesized chunks of coherent information and neat subheadings. Part of the reality of
the legal-education industrial complex (and of the legal profession), however, is that everything



is interlinked, intertwined, co-dependent, so that it’s quite impossible to split it all up neatly. For
example, the lack of good entry-level law jobs is inseparable from a discussion of student debt;
rising tuition is inseparable from law school rankings; ineffective professors are inseparable from
why it is never a good idea to open a law office immediately after graduating; admission
standards for law schools are inseparable from rising tuition levels and how law schools have
turned into massive profit centers for their associated universities. Each issue affects the others.
The problems have developed together over time, and are now so systemic that trying to write
about one issue inevitably involves interlocking discussions. In a sense, this is similar to the law
itself: it is hardly possible to talk about a tort without also discussing a range of connected
doctrines such as agency law.From a practical standpoint, this book should therefore be read as
a whole, as only then will the reader get a feel for how the legal spider web is structured. Dipping
into this book in pieces, as is the norm for other law school guides, will not work equally well, so
this book should be approached in a linear, start-to-finish manner. Trying to understand a
specific sub-problem without understanding the whole just does not work. So put your feet up
and read through this book just as you would any other non-prelaw book, without jumping back
and forth or flicking through to the bits you want to focus on.Let’s start with law schools and see
where that leads.

Law SchoolWhy do so many still flock to law school each and every year? Why is law school
seen as an exclusive, prestigious, intellectually-demanding program that will lead to a stable,
lucrative career, when, based upon common observations about the state of today’s legal
profession and job market, it is for most neither stable nor lucrative?The answer? Because law
schools tell them so.Law schools go to extraordinary lengths to perpetuate the illusion that they
still offer one of the most exclusive, prestigious, and intellectually-demanding degrees available;
that their product is still sought-after by employers; and that nothing has changed (and if it has
it’s only a matter of a short while before it’s time to party again). Behind the glossy brochures,
slick web sites, touted rankings, inflated employment statistics, and other sales gimmicks,
however, there is little substance. Law schools are an emperor with no clothes.Before moving on
to practical matter of the utter lack of demand for JDs, let’s examine just how un-exclusive, un-
prestigious, and academically-deficient—i.e., how average—most law schools really are.There
are two common themes you should bear in mind as you read this. First, law schools need to
bring in as much money as possible to support faculties, facilities, and programs that have
grown in size, inefficiency, and irrelevance—much of it mandated by the guild of the ABA and a
self-interested professoriate. Law schools have, in short, transformed from an institution directed
toward a crucial social good into a business. Taken together, each law school “business” has
become part of a legal-education industry—the “legaleducation industrial complex.” This usage
is given seriously. Law schools are, obviously, a major part of this complex—but they’ve become
the cluster around which an array of services and institutions—an industry—has developed.
Unlike most industries, however, this industry is not in existence to serve a need such as with



consumers or taxpayers. Rather, as with the military-industrial complex, much of it becomes self-
substantiating and ever-growing. As with the military-industrial complex, there is much to be said
for its existence; after all, it did provide the means to defeat the Soviet empire. Members of the
legal-education industrial complex would no doubt argue that they are providing a likewise
admirable service: the betterment of mankind, the rule of law, etc. But this does not stand up to
scrutiny. Arguably the rule of law was more established when the law was simpler, more direct,
and when ordinary citizens knew more about it and cared more for it. Now, while vast information
is at our fingertips, it’s hard not to see and hear cynicism and ironyladen superficialities from all
corners. The legal-education industrial complex feeds from and into this.In this new industry, the
focus is not on providing a superb education for lower tuition, but instead providing
“education” (including an array of ancillary “services”) for the highest possible tuition. This is not
a careless use of “highest”; law school deans think seriously about how they can maximize their
resources, starting with tuition revenues. Everything in the law school’s ranking depends on this.
Moreover, as many students and parents equate “cost” with “quality,” there’s enormous incentive
to raise tuition dollars to the breaking point. With law schools as an industry, as long as the JD is
a requirement for entry to the gilded profession, there little limit on just how high tuition costs can
go. There is thus an upward pressure, or a highest common denominator: everyone wants to
raise tuition.Second, and as a direct consequence of the above, there is a culture of
misinformation and positive spin designed to attract these tuition-paying students in any way
possible, despite the fact that the experience of many law graduates differs wildly from what law
schools are claiming is true.* * *A logical starting point to deconstruct the spider web of legal
education is at the beginning: How does one get in to law school?What are the admission
requirements? Surely such an exclusive, prestigious, and intellectually demanding degree would
have some of the highest, most exacting admissions standards of any graduate program—
perhaps more strict even than medical programs? After all, law schools go to great lengths to
put forth the image of intellectual rigor, a level of achievement that few can reach, catering to the
best of the best.Think again. For the law school industry, almost anyone can gain admission.
Read this again. Almost anyone can gain admission to law school! Of course, if one is set on
attending one of those top ten law schools, then yes, admission will be quite difficult. As an
industry, however, standards are shockingly low.Law schools have possibly the loosest
standards for entry of all graduate programs. Point one: any undergraduate major will suffice.
Anything. Math, English, French, engineering, education, even the oftmocked “underwater
basket weaving” if it’s available at your college. All are considered “sufficient preparation” for law
school. Why? Two reasons, the first being financial. A wider applicant pool naturally opens up a
larger supply of the children of the extremely wealthy upon which the law school can suck—or, if
the parents aren’t extremely wealthy, than just wealthy enough to qualify for most of the tuition
costs plus lots and lots of students loans. This is part one and a half: a larger supply of
applicants who are willing to undertake extraordinary levels of student loan debt to attend law
school. Part two is that a wider applicant pool leads to higher competition (and more perceived



competition) for a limited number of available seats. This puts law schools in a position to charge
higher tuition for a product they have made look in greater demand than it really is.To put this
into an illustrative example, which would increase the chances of us selling a product for a
higher asking price: Having ten top people eligible to purchase it, or having one hundred people
(from those top ten all the way down to the marginal bottom ten) eligible? By expanding
eligibility, we have both increased the pool of potential full-price buyers and also made it appear
that the product is in greater demand than it actually is. Talk about a win-win.Moreover, in
addition to having lax standards, we will do just about everything short of fraud to make
applicants believe that they have a shot! Only two out of a hundred got in with such-and-so LSAT
and GPA? No problem! We’ll skip over the part about how those two happened to be the ones
for whom there were extra fingers on the acceptance scale, and instead wax eloquent about
how we’re deeply concerned about a “holistic review” of each applicant’s file, blah, blah, blah.
Yeah, that’ll keep ’em comin’.And if we think about it, why should those two students have been
admitted if their LSAT scores and GPA were so much lower than the average for that law school?
Sure, there could be other factors, but are they really that significant to disregard objective
measures of academic quality? And as we go from our top ten to the rest, we see that those
standards become very mushy indeed. The bottom-ish matriculant of a bottom-ish law school is
likely to be less qualified than an average college applicant. One simply cannot conclude that
maintaining lax entrance requirements for law schools somehow increases the intellectual impact
—although it does increase the financial impact.Admission to other graduate programs is not
generally looked at as a means to maximize revenue for the department or university, although
money is clearly on the screen of every non-profit entity’s radar. Admissions requirements for
other professional schools and for every other graduate program—in other words, outside the
legaleducation industrial complex—reflect this. A graduate program in English or biology, for
example, will most likely require an undergraduate degree in either English or biology,
respectively, or a closely allied field—and even there it’s not uncommon to require a new
graduate student to brush up on missing credits. It goes without stating in any of these programs
that one’s undergraduate preparation has a significant nexus to the graduate degree sought.
Even in a professional school such as medicine, while there can be some flexibility as to
undergraduate major—chemistry, biology—it will be a premed major. Philosophy of underwater
basket weaving will not do.Why the difference? These graduate programs are focused on
education. The faculty in biology will be concerned with choosing and then educating its future
colleagues. Are there practical and financial concerns? Of course. Will there be competition,
politics, factions? No doubt. But the goal of the admissions process outside legal education is
not to artificially expand the pool of applicants so as to make admission more expensive than
educationally necessary. The focus is instead to admit a qualified class that will support the
educational (and secondary financial) goals of the profession and program. And most faculty will
probably not be as concerned about their own department’s budget, as they are insulated from
the financial side of the department and as they’re hardly likely to get more money or a bigger



office based on allowing more (and more marginal) students into the program.With law schools,
this is turned on its head. There is no general assumption of a duty to accept the best and the
brightest—the truly best and brightest—for professional duty in the law. If anything, law
professors barely acknowledge the world of law practice outside their own insular law school
worlds. The best and the brightest are still important to law schools, but so is admitting a class
made up of those with the greatest ability to pay.The second reason for the extremely broad and
generally low admissions standards at the average law school is that the law is not a graduate-
level subject. In virtually every other jurisdiction in the entire world, the law degree is an
undergraduate degree. In the U.S. this was also true until a few decades ago. A JD is an LLB, the
bachelor of laws. This was, and is, the universal undergraduate law degree, dressed up in a
rather expensive outfit. The U.S. certainly does have a unique—and a uniquely complex—
common law system, but that’s hardly a sufficient reason. Would anyone contend that English
solicitors and barristers are less than our equals—if not our superiors in any measurable sense
of one-on-one quality? Are we so unique in the depth, breadth, and complexity of our legal
system to justify graduate-level legal education as a necessary requirement to understand how
its rules work and interconnect? For this we need a graduate degree?A law degree requires no
undergraduate preparation upon which to build a deeper knowledge. Ironically, the old LLB
required more by way of prelaw preparation—logic, philosophy, history, Latin, and so on—than
the JD now does, and in countries where high school education is more specialized, one must
still study similar subjects to be a competitive, even a merely-qualified, applicant to study law.
While some applicants have taken such courses, no U.S. law school requires it. Other nations
manage just fine with lawyers who studied law as undergraduates, and to a similar academic
level as that studied in American law schools. The U.S. itself managed just fine with the LLB until
relatively recently. Law as a graduate program only makes sense from the perspective of the law
schools themselves, who can use the JD program as a means to extract from students three
additional years’ worth of inflated tuition for what amounts to an undergraduate major that could
be taught in colleges in a regular four-year undergraduate program and for the same price as an
undergraduate degree. The professional doctoral designation would be best left for law
professors, who now will occasionally (but not often) get the JSD or SJD (doctor of juridical
science) degree.* * *Because admission to law school is so open, law schools are filled with
individuals who are not there because they have any genuine interest in the law. Rather, they are
there because law schools welcome them with open arms, and are seen as an additional
threeyear respite from the real world of demanding bosses and nagging creditors. For many, law
school serves as a finishing school (or holding pond) for lost college graduates, drifting post-
adolescents, and the unand underand not-really-wanting-to-be-employed. Students who drifted
through their undergraduate years, flitting from major to major, barely scraping up enough
credits in one particular field to graduate…these are the students who end up in law school.
Whether this is a means of correcting an undergraduate mistake or gaining a degree in
something they are told will make them employable—something with focus, such as “secretarial



studies” used to be—these are directionless novices in a profession that requires sustained
dedication and heaping mounds of laser-like focused work for mere survival.Law schools are full
of “lite” or “diet” college majors such as political science and international studies, and full of
English and history majors who don’t want to teach high school, work in retail, or can’t (or won’t),
for whatever reason, find a career in these hard economic times. And that’s not counting the
years of graduate study needed in those majors toward the PhD that is all-but required to stand
out in those fields. Relatively few engineering and science majors are found in law school, not
because those students are not eligible for entry but because those students graduated with
degrees that are difficult, are practical, and are valued by employers. Chances are, as well, that
students who undertook such difficult programs did so because they wanted to; they are thus
more likely to actually work in those fields.Law schools like this scenario. They will never struggle
to harvest new crops of full-tuition-paying students each year, as undergraduate programs never
struggle to churn out vast quantities of liberal arts majors with few opportunities in the real world,
and for whom law school seems like a good way to gain some semblance of employability. And
such is sufficient to keep the system lurching forward…and negating any reasons to change.



Michael & Libby McLoughlin, “great read -- many editorial errors too.. As much as I am enjoying
and benefitting by this read, I do not understand why it was not proofread better. It is a great
argument for change in legal education, and I suggest the author takes the time to make it seem
not so rushed in writing. Many corrections, simple to make, would make it that much better. I
hate tripping over a mistake that should not be there again and again.”

TheAdjunctLawProfessor, “If you are buying an LSAT study guide, buy and read this first!. Six
stars. Seriously. Five stars really doesn’t do this book justice. This book delivers a hard punch
squarely to the face where others have just raised their fists or voices. And it’s time the gloves
came off because for the past few years law schools just haven’t got the message.The book is
split into two sections, the first of which trashes law schools and exposes them for the scams
that they are (and they are scams!) This first section contains nothing particularly new but does a
fine job of rehashing and explaining the tricks of the trade for newbies in great detail. Nobody
should be oblivious to the sales techniques and scams that law schools play anymore but
repeating the information is no bad thing and the book does a reasonable job of collating all of
this information into one place, from admissions tricks to rankings tricks to the charlatans who
are involved in the admissions process to the charlatans who grace the classrooms of law
schools. For readers of this blog it's not headline news but it's a good and detailed overview.The
value of the book lies in its second section which trashes the legal profession. You spend three
years in law school but you spend thirty years in a career. And for all the books written about law
school (10% of your legal life) there are very few that shed much light on the other 90% of your
legal life which is your “career”. Nobody has really taken down the legal profession in quite a
splendid manner before. Without throwing the baby out with the bathwater (because there are
some nice law jobs out there for the 1% of grads who are lucky), the second half of the book
explains in great detail the truly awful existence of modern lawyers - the types of “opportunities”,
the depressing realities, the fact that there are few places in the entire legal profession that offer
anything worthwhile from a career standpoint. The profession is a dirty, filthy, foul mess, and this
book does a fine job of exposing the disgusting, shameful, embarrassing, unfulfilling and vile
lives that most lawyers ultimately live.It’s not a blanket “law is bad!” book. The book is smart
enough to acknowledge that we do need some lawyers, that there are some good opportunities
to be had, and it lays out exactly how to get those opportunities and when to quit when those
opportunities are taken off the table. But not in a way that encourages unsuitable applicants to
attend law school. It does not say that you can make your dreams come true. It does not say that
if you work hard enough you’ll succeed, because you won’t. It tells you how miserable your life
will be as a low end lawyer with huge debt and it tells you that unless you're literally one of the
1% you will be destined for the legal trash heap. It’s a disturbing read for those who are used to
the Disney outlook on life where success lies within everyone’s grasp if only they dream big



enough and wish upon a star. If you don’t come away from this book feeling dirty and
discouraged then you’re either someone who has been admitted to Harvard Law or you’re an
idiot.The highlight of the book for me was the descriptions of the types of clients you’ll end up
working with. It made my skin crawl because it’s true. Once you get through law school you have
a whole career to look forward to (if you’re lucky) representing some of the most distasteful
people and corporations you can imagine in some of the most distasteful and disgusting
matters. By attending law school you’re paying a huge sum for the opportunity to represent
people who repulse you, who disgust you, and who you literally hate, and your job is now to help
them do things that make you sick. No other law books to my knowledge have ever gone into so
much detail about how entirely revolting being a lawyer is. There are no celebrity clients, no rich
clients, no clients who are happy paying bills, no honest clients, no clients who won’t stab you in
the back given half the chance, no interesting legal problems to be solved. The book exposes
law for what it is – a profession that claims it is prestigious but in reality rubs shoulders with the
most mundane and nastiest parts of human existence and society.This book is a huge milestone
in breaking the law school scam although it's by no means the silver bullet - we need many more
silver bullets and people willing to pull the trigger (Campos was a great example, but we need all
those anonymous commenters who have clout but who are unwilling to step out of the
shadows). It does it without pulling punches but also without jumping the shark and claiming that
every single law school is a scam. And it does it without vengeance and without malice, and in
plain language that regular readers can understand and digest. It’s not a treatise on the matter
nor a hardcore piece of investigative journalism. It’s a book that should make you think and
should make you second guess your decision to go to law school. It's thought provoking rather
than something that will be quoted but we need more things that provoke thoughts and less crap
that people dismiss as academic nonsense. And it recognizes that the scam doesn’t begin and
end with law school and that the profession as a whole is just as culpable. Just a clear,
experienced, first-hand view of the ins and outs of law school today, the legal profession today,
and how to succeed if you decide to pursue law as a career – although success is highly
unlikely!”

tricia Dennis, “Critical read for any would be lawyer.. I have been practicing law for over 25
years. This book perfectly encapsulates the state of the present job market and captures what
the job of lawyering actually comprises. This book should be on the required reading list of
anyone contemplating law school.  Before you take the LSAT, read this book first!”

R. Larkin Taylor-Parker, “Helpful. It gave me a clear-eyed look at what going to law school means
these days.  It has informed my decisions.”

reenum, “Exposing the law school sham. Cooper and Messinger have written a hard hitting book
about the rotten state of the legal system. I would compare it to Upton Sinclair's "The Jungle" for



its exposure of the corruption and profiteering rife in higher education at large, but which is
particularly acute inIt all starts with law school, where you have administrators playing bait and
switch with scholarships, raising tuition without any regard for students' financial well being, and
not really teaching students how to be lawyers. Professors have little practical experience and
little interest in teaching students, so most students are left to learn the law entirely on their own.
It continues with the bar exam, which students have to study for using a paid course since law
school doesn't teach anything of substance.It then extends through the rest of an attorney's life.
If you are a solo or small firm lawyer, you are forced to fight harder and harder for undesirable
clients who will refuse to pay you for work you do. If you end up in Biglaw, you will spend up to
seven years working around the clock, being abused by senior partners, and not learning how to
bring in clients, which is ironically the main criteria for making partner. If you don't make it to
partner or go to an in-house position before being cast aside, then you are in an arguably worse
position than a small firm attorney.One point of contention I had is that the authors
conspicuously qualify their statements at several points in the book. They state clearly that they
don't think law school is a scam. This is very dissonant from the powerful way they take apart the
system throughout the book and was a bit jarring to read.I hope that this book becomes as
popular as those useless "how to succeed in law school" books. Prospective law students
should be given a copy to show them what they are actually facing as a career. Lord knows that
most rational people would run the other way if they know what's good for them.”

Colin Sessions, “Essential Reading for any prospective law student. Thinking of Law at Uni?
Don't do anything until you have read this book. It refers mainly to the States, but in fact the
situation is identical in the UK. Don't be sucked in by promises of guaranteed employment and
large salaries.  First - spend a few pounds and look at what you might be letting yourself in for.”

Jadzia, “The one guide to law that every prospective law student needs. I wish this book had
existed before I made the decision to go to law school. The legal profession is currently engaged
in a structural transformation (decades in the making) that has resulted in the virtual decimation
of the dream of law school as a ticket to middle-class stability. US law schools are churning out
at least twice as many graduates as there are entry-level jobs. Worse yet, what nobody tells you
before you go to law school is that for many, if their law careers even get off the ground in the first
place, their second job and beyond tends to be lower paying and less stable, contrary to most
people's expectations. And for these prospects, law schools continue to jack up their tuition year
after year? Do yourself a favor: read this book before you sign on the dotted line.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18 people have provided feedback.
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